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Hello,all,
As we said previously, the first in-person meeting will be held at the American Legion Post #1 in June.
However, it will not occur on the first Tuesday as we normally would. Due to unforeseen
circumstances, we‘ve moved the meeting to 8 June, one week later than normal. With the new CDC
guidelines, you don‘t need to wear a mask if you‘re fully vaccinated. We strongly urge you to correctly
wear one if you are not vaccinated. Mike Mackowski is working with the Legion Post on using their WiFi
to continue the Zoom portion of the meeting for those who cannot make it or do not feel comfortable with
attending yet.
Our plan for the June meeting is to have it be a ‗welcome back‘ meeting. The committee appointed to
oversee this has come up with some ideas to make it truly a welcoming event. We will have refreshments
consisting of cake, iced tea (sweet and unsweetened), and water. Of course, other beverages will be
available at the snack bar at your expense. We will be having two types of raffles, with each having two
levels of models, regular items and large items. Every member who attends the meeting will be given a
free ticket that is to be used for the first series of drawings. It will be your choice whether you put in for
regular or large items(see next page). The second will be our normal type raffle, with tickets sold by the
Vice President in the normal manner. I‘m also pretty sure the large items in the normal raffle will be $5.00
tickets. The model contest for the month is ‗Your Best COVID Model.‘ Choose the best model you built
since last March and enter it. Also, please bring your other lock-down completions to put on the display
tables for everyone to see. That should provide plenty of fodder for Martin‘s Instagram page.
The last thing for the meeting will be a swap meet. Yes, we‘re still planning our normal one in August, but
we thought we‘d give everyone an opportunity to shuffle around the kits you have and swap them for
something different. Bring whatever you want to sell/trade and fistfuls of cash.
So the meeting will be on June 8th at 7 PM. For those of you who will still be joining us via Zoom, Lyn will
also be sending out an invitation so you can join us that way. See you on the 8 th.
Steve
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Welcome Back Raffle Items
Every member who attends the meeting will be given a free ticket that is to be used for the first
series of drawings. It will be your choice whether you put in for regular or large items.

Trumpeter 1/350 USS Hornet
Trumpeter 1/350 USS Fort Worth LCS-3
AMT/ERTL 1/1000 Star Trek USS Excelsior
Hasegawa 1/48 Voyager Space Probe
Academy 1/35 AH-1W Super Cobra
Trumpeter 1/72 CH-47D Chinook
Tamiya 1/35 2 ½ ton 6x6 Cargo Truck
Roden 1/72 FWD Model B 3-ton Truck & BL 8‖ Howitzer Mk. VI
Hobby Boss 1/48 F4U-1 Corsair Late Version
Hasegawa 1/72 F-14B Tomcat VF-11 Red Rippers
Hasegawa XF5U-1 Flying Pancake
AMT 1/25 The Amtronic
AMT/ERTL 1/25 #97 Rubbermaid Ford Taurus
Tamiya 1/32 F-4C/D Phantom II
Hobby Boss 1/32 B-24J Liberator
1st Miniatures 1/16 US Paratrooper 101st Airborne WWII
Alpine Miniatures 1/16 British SAS Commando WWII
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Display Models

1/48 scale Dora Wings Messershmitt Bf 109 B
Had this one in the stash for a while and have never had a Dora Wings kit before—bought this one at the 2018 Nationals because it made a change to see an early version.
This one was flown by J/88 of the German Condor legion in Spain 1938.
Was a good build apart from the front end whish had way to many pieces compared to other kits.
Lyn Gorton
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B-29 Hunter – Tamiya 1/48 Ki-46
By "Mark L. Rossmann"

History: Mitsubishi Ki-46 Hayakushiki Shitei, or ―Dinah‖ as known by the allies, began in
December of 1937 as a request from the Japanese Army for a long range recon plane
that could carry out missions without interception from the enemy. Requirements were for
6 hours of flight at 250 mph, at 20,000 ft. with a maximum speed of 375 mph at 13,500 ft.
Flight tests began in November of 1939, the Army was very happy with results as it was
better than the latest Army fighter the Ki-43 and superior to the Zero. The production version consisted of 2 Mitsubishi Ha-102, 14 cylinder air-cooled radial engines with output of
1400 h.p. each.

A total of 1,093 of the Ki-46-II‘s were built. The Ki-46-III version went into production with
upgraded engines each outputting 1500 h.p. in 1943, with greater fuel capacity and a
newly designed forward section, providing much improved handling characteristics and
aerodynamics.
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B-29 Hunter – Tamiya 1/48 Ki-46
By "Mark L. Rossmann"

In June of 1943 the Army needed a high performance high altitude fighter, adapting the Ki46-III, which had the high altitude performance required, was approved in May of 1944 and
work immediately began. Two 20mm cannon were installed in a modified stepped nose,
which also removed the forward fuselage tank. These aircraft were designated as Hayakushiki Shitei III Kai Air Defense Fighter ―Otsu‖ type. In July of 1944 the Army requested that a
forward firing 37mm cannon be placed in the upper fuselage to fire upward at a 70 degree
angle, these aircraft were called Hayakushiki Shitei III Kai Air Defense Fighter ―Otsu Hei‖
type. Most of these were flown by non combat experienced Recon pilots, the Ki-46-III Kai
proved a disappointment. It was a difficult climb and catch of the high-flying Boeing B-29
Super Fortresses, and when it did catch the American bombers, the fighter's lack of armor
and self-sealing tanks left it highly vulnerable to the B-29's heavy defensive armament.
When the B-29s shifted to low-level night raids in May 1945, the Ki-46-III Kai became
almost useless as it had no radar.
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B-29 Hunter – Tamiya 1/48 Ki-46
By "Mark L. Rossmann"

Models: The first is the Tamiya #45, Ki-46-III Recon version. The kit instructions were good
as usual. The fit as always is great with Tamiya and the interior with crew is done up nicely.
Used the Tamiya synthetic spray AS-17 Dark IJA Green and AS-18 IJA Light Grey. The aircraft served in the Dorikuritsu Hikotai 18th Chutai, since it could reach the altitude of the B29, it was used for dedicated patrol over the home islands to track incoming raids.
The second is the Tamiya #56, Ki-46 Defense Fighter. The kit instructions were good as
usual. The fit as always is great with Tamiya and the interior with crew is done very nicely.
The color of this aircraft appears to have an earth tone to it, however in my representation it
is IJA green, so it make be an incorrect color, as I used the standard Tamiya acrylic XF-13
IJA green, and XF-14 IJA light grey. This aircraft served with the 16th Dorikuritsu Hikotai,
Taisho airfield, in December 1944. It sports the Kikusui (floating chrysanthemum) which
denotes loyalty to the Emperor.

References:
Tamiya Instructions #45 and #56
Osprey Aviation Elite – B-29 Hunters of the JAAF, by Koji Takaki and Henry Sakaida,
Rand McNally World War II Airplanes Vol. 2 by Enzio Angelucci and Paolo Matricard.
Mark L. Rossmann
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Jet Fighters of the US Navy and Marine Corps
Floyd S. Werner, Jr.

Following up Part 1 of the Jet Fighter series, this volume focuses on the fighters that go faster than the speed of sound. There
have been 13 fighters that meet that criterion. Starting with the F8U Crusader to the F-35, including prototypes like the
F-111B. Besides these fleet fighters, the adversary aircraft such as the F-16N and F-5E are also covered. This period of
fighters included the war fighters of the Cold War.
The book is a paperback book containing 113 pages of with the history, operational use and development of each aircraft.
Almost all the photos are in full color, along with some aircraft profiles by Rock Roszak. There are 208 photos with 188 in full
color and 10 full color profiles by Rock Roszak.

Detail & Scale are known for their extensive coverage of aircraft and this book is a great overview of these fighters. Not just
the fighters are covered. Advancements in aircraft carriers is discussed because as the fighters grew bigger and flew faster
they needed bigger ships with different landing systems and powerplants. The carrier development shows from the Essex
class of the late 1950s to the modern day Ford nuclear carriers and the new Marine assault ships.
Then the book gets into the fighters, starting with the F8U Crusader, the last gunfighter. The development of this great fighter
plane is chronicled. The photo recon birds are shown as well. Historically significant for the role they played in the Cuban
Missile Crisis.
The F11F-1F Super Tiger is shown. Although not used in the fleet it is a beautiful airplane. As was the Douglas F5D
Skylancer, the successor to the F4D Skyray. This colorful aircraft was used by NASA in some gawdy colors for visibility.
Then the next fleet fighter is the iconic, F-4 Phantom. Used by the Navy and Marines this aircraft came to optimize the
Vietnam War. Deploying in that theater in some quite colorful paint schemes. The prototype, through the B, J, N and S are
covered. With 40 kills by Navy/Marine F-4s it would become the best air to air fighter the fleet used in Vietnam until the 1980s
when the remainder were converted to QF-4 drones.
The XF8U-3 Super Crusader is up next. This fighter was better than the F-4 in the flyoff, however, it was decided that two
engines and two pilots were better than one. So this aircraft was relegate to obscurity.
Touted by Robert McNamara as the be all, end all fighter for the Navy and the Air Force, the F—111B was tested. Its variable
sweep wings would be an indicator of what was to come next but its heavy weight precluded it from carrier operations.
Tomcat. The word conjures up movie star roles such as ‗Top Gun‘ and ‗The Final Countdown‘. The Turkey, as it was
affectionately known, is an icon in naval aviation history. Flying at the very end of the Vietnam War, at least at the very end
with the withdrawal from Saigon, the F-14 had a wide array of armament from which to fly and fight with, including the AIM-54
Phoenix missile system. The Tomcat shot down Libyan fighters in 1981, the first air to air kills since the Vietnam war. They
did it again in 1986, again shooting down two Libyan fighters. The Tomcat evolved over time into a Bombcat and photo recon
aircraft by adding TARPS pods. The F-14 continued to dominate in the skies of the Mideast, especially in the service of the
Iranian Air Force. Eventually replaced by the F/A-18 Hornet, which was actually a smaller and less capable aircraft, the F-14
had held the front line for over 30 years.
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Jet Fighters of the US Navy and Marine Corps
Floyd S. Werner, Jr.
The F-5 Freedom Fighter was used by the Navy as an aggressor in its Top Gun program. The paint schemes on these
fighters are quite eye catching. They are painted up to mimic potential foreign adversaries. Of course, those that watched
‗Top Gun‘ will recognize the MiG-28 version of this aircraft.

Another adversary aircraft is the F-21A Kfir out of Israel. This aircraft is which was designed in Israel is the only adversary
aircraft that wasn‘t designed and produced by a US company. It also featured some really nice paint scheme.
The replacement adversary aircraft for the F-21 was the F-16 Fighting Falcon. Used by both Marines and Navy, the F-16N, A
and B was used to be the simulator for the MiG-23. The Navy procured 22 single seat F-16N and four TF-16Ns. This aircraft,
especially without some of the usual equipment, is the fastest F-16 at the time. F-16As and Bs were used once the embargo
of Pakistan took place in 2002. These adversaries are quite colorful and change over their lifetime.
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Jet Fighters of the US Navy and Marine Corps
Floyd S. Werner, Jr.
The F/A-18 Hornet, or legacy Hornets, replaced the F-14. After losing the fighter contract with the Air Force to the F-16, the
F-17 was redesigned as the F/A-18 and proposed to the Navy. The Hornet actually replaced the F-4, A-7 and eventually the
F-14. The combat history is included and the operational testing. Besides the role of the fleet fighter, performing both fighter
and attack missions, the Hornet also did the photo recon and the aggressor role. It literally became the jack of all trades. This
aircraft was used by the Navy‘s Blue Angels for the most
Following on the heels of the Hornet came the Super Hornet. Part of that came about because by redesignating it the Navy
could just call it an upgrade and use upgrade money. The Super Hornet had very little in common with Legacy Hornets, save
the name. It was over 25% bigger and as such none of the systems were interchangeable. The Super Hornet actually brings a
solid airframe to do all the missions on a carrier, fighter, bomber, photo recon, refueler, and electronic counter-measures
aircraft. This meant that the logistic umbilical was significantly smaller with common parts for the airframe. The Super Hornet
has just become THE Navy aircraft.
The newest Navy and Marine Corps fighter is the stealth F-35. This aircraft may be the last of the manned fighters of the Navy.
There are three versions and they are all discussed along with plenty of photos of them.
Seeing all these aircraft in overview in full color photos and with profile drawings is inspirational to say the least. Reading about
the various deployments, engagements and history is a great way to get backstory for your models. Now if you are looking for
the in depth, nuts and bolts photos this book isn‘t that kind. It is a great book for the overview and history of each aircraft. Does
that mean it doesn‘t have some in depth photos? No, of course not. There are cockpit photos and photos of most of the
engines used on the covered aircraft. If decal manufacturers just looked through this book they would have some great selling
sheets. While this review is based off of the printed version from Amazon there is also a digital version that will allow you to
enlarge the photos and get even more use out of it. This is another great reference book by Detail & Scale.
Highly recommended
You can obtain yours on Amazon at https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08KSK6T4X
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2021 Club Contest Themes
2021 Club Contest Themes
January:

TBA

February:

TBA

March:

TBA

April:

TBA

May:

TBA

June:

“Your Best Covid Build” one model entry only

July:

Navy (surface and submerged)

August:

Sci Fi

September:

Airplanes(fixed and rotary)

October:

Armour

November:

Autos

December: ―White Elephant‖
Note there will be no competition due to the White Elephant but
displays are welcome
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Editors Corner
By Lyn Gorton
As you will have no doubt read the Presidents message on the front Page you will know that we have an in person
club meeting on the 8th June.This is great news as it is 15 months since we last met so I am looking forward to
seeing friends old and new.
When you come to the meeting please remember to sign in—you will find the sheet at the entrance with a sign in
here sign.I will have some hand pumped sanitizers on the table as well as a few pens please feel free to use but do
not put them in your pocket. The sign in sheet only requires you to mark an X beside your name.
We have a new member who will hopefully make it to the meeting.Mike Buskey is a large scale (1/24,1/32) aircraft fan and is keen to get involved with the club so please make him and the other members who joined us
whilst on lockdown welcome.
Lately I have had a few mails concerning Corsair content and how it is decided what goes into the Corsair so let
me clear this up.
The Corsair is a club newsletter for all of our club members. My job as editor is to put all of the content together
each month. This includes any articles that are sent in and can include build and book reviews and pictures of
models (as per competitions and raffle winners). I try to publish all that is sent from club members and that also
includes any items that you may wish to sell or exchange.
Some of our members also have businesses and there is not a problem placing their cards in the Corsair—after all
they are model related—there is no charge for any Corsair content, but I will not lift articles from other public
domain ie Facebook so as not to contravene publicity and privacy rules. Also remember that The Corsair goes out
to IPMS in general and may be read by others who are not members of our chapter so I will always advocate that
any correspondence replies that require a response should only contain an email address.
If you need something published in the Corsair all you have to do is send it to me (my email is listed on the
chapter officers and raffle page—14 in this issue). The only editing I usually do is to make sure it fits the page
format. Previously the Corsair has published adverts from Tru Color paints (Both Scott and Martin are club members) and flyers for Modelzona and Desert Scale Classic all of whom are club related. Also published has been
book and kit collections that club members wish to sell. This is your club newsletter so feel free to make use of
it.Of course we also rely on your articles and reviews to help fill the pages with informative reading as it is not a
good idea to turn a newsletter into an advertising sheet.
I look forward to filling the next Corsair pages with more pictures of our meeting on the 8th.Bring your competition and display models and lets get the ball rolling again.
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For only $1 a month you get all of this








Monthly club newsletter
Discounted club T-shirts
Modelzona
Monthly Raffle Prizes
Monthly contest awards
Annual club Christmas party
And more

Remember that you have to be a member in
good standing to enter and win competitions,
get a copy of the monthly newsletter sent
directly to your email,and vote for anything
that the club brings to the table.
So Make sure to see Treasurer,
“Bill Dunkle”,at the club meeting to sign up
for membership
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2021 CLUB MEETING CALENDAR

All meetings held at American Legion Post #1, 364 N. 7th Ave., Phoenix, AZ 85003

JANUARY 2021
Tuesday 5th, 7pm
Seminar/Speaker:

JULY 2021
Tuesday 6th,7pm
Seminar/Speaker:

FEBRUARY 2021
Tuesday 2nd 7pm
Seminar/Speaker:

AUGUST 2021
Tuesday 3rd, 7pm
Seminar/Speaker:

MARCH 2021
Tuesday 2nd, 7pm
Seminar/Speaker:

SEPTEMBER 2021
Tuesday 7th, 7pm
Seminar/Speaker:

APRIL 2021
Tuesday 6th 7pm
Seminar/Speaker:

OCTOBER 2021
Tuesday 5th, 7pm
Seminar/Speaker:

MAY 2021
Tuesday 4th, 7pm
Seminar/Speaker:

NOVEMBER 2021
Tuesday 2nd, 7pm
Seminar/Speaker:

JUNE 2021
Tuesday 1st, 7pm
Seminar/Speaker:

DECEMBER 2021
Tuesday 7th, 7pm
Event: White Elephant

May 2021
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June Raffle
Tickets are $1 or six for $5.
Item A: Emhar 1/72 9th Century Viking Ship
Item B: Ban Dai 1/144 Star Wars Millennium Falcon
Item C: Hobby Boss 1/72 UH-60A Blackhawk
Item D: Revell 1/72 M2A2 Bradley
Item E: Hasegawa 1/48 F6F-3 Hellcat "USS Essex"
Item F: Italeri 1/72 A-6E Intruder USN/USMC
Item G: AMT/ERTL 1/25 1966 Ford Thunderbird
Item H: New Item from Hobby Depot
Note that there will be a Special Raffle this month .The kit is an Academy 1/32 scale F/A18C Hornet. This is a nice model and the box is still sealed. Tickets are $5.00 each or 5 for
$20.00. Bring money, don’t forget to stop by the bank for your cash!

UPCOMING EVENTS
Modelzona—6th November 2021
Nationals—Las Vegas August 18-21 2021

The club meets at 7pm on the
first Tuesday of each month at
the American Legion Post #1 in
Phoenix. Check the club website
at www.ipms-phoenix.org for
more meeting info.

American Legion Post #1
364 N. 7th Ave.
Phoenix, AZ 85003

The post is located South of I-10
just a few blocks North of Van
Buren. Look for the huge
American flag.

2021 Chapter Officers
President.............................. Steve Collins ....................http://www.ipms-phoenix.com/
Vice President..................... Don Stewart .....................http://www.ipms-phoenix.com/
Secretary ............................. John Carroll .....................http://www.ipms-phoenix.com/
Treasurer ............................. Bill Dunkle.......................http://www.ipms-phoenix.com/
Member At Large………..Stuart Bricker………….http://www.ipms-phoenix.com/
Membership Chair………. Lyn Gorton…………...http://www.ipms-phoenix.com/
Webmaster .......................... Tim Bongard....................http://www.ipms-phoenix.com/
Newsletter Editor ............... Lyn Gorton ......................lyngorton@hotmail.com
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Useful Links

Bjorn Jacobsen—Aircraft Dioramas
www.dioramas-and-models.com
Plasmo—good visual instructions on ―You Tube‖ just search for plasmo
Kittyhawk replacement parts
Sophialynn@gmail.com
Trumpeter replacement parts
Joanna@trumpeter-china.com
Special Hobby
www.specialhobby.Ev/contact
Tamiya—US
support@Tamiya.com
MRCsupport@modelrectifier.com
Rivet detail and schematic drawings
www.airwar.ru
Fine Scale modeling techniques
http://paulbudzik.com
―How to ―Videos
Youtube.com/Andyshobbyheadquarters
Online magazine for all things avionic
www.wingleadermagazine.co.uk
Sky Harbor Informational site
http://www.visitingphx.com/index.html
Military Colors And Camouflage
http://www.theworldwars.net/resources/

If you have a good reference site let me have a brief description and a web address and we
will keep this list as a reference.
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Join the IPMS/USA!
$30 annual membership includes a one year subscription to the IPMS
Journal. Visit www.ipmsusa.org to download a membership form. Or
you can write to:
IPMS/USA PO Box 1411
Riverview,
FL 33568-1411
Membership also gives you access to the online Discussion Forum, where
you can exchange ideas and information with other members of IPMS.

CONTENT NEEDED!!!!
The Corsair needs your help! To keep this newsletter filled
with all the great content, I need your help with content. Here
are some useful items that I can use to put together future issues each month:
 Kit reviews/In-box reviews
 Website links
 Modeling related articles
 Commentary and featured columns
 Neat, strange or otherwise shareable pictures
 Book reviews
 Trip and vacation write-ups
Anything you have can be used. Don‘t hesitate. Even a few
paragraphs are great.
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SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL HOBBY SHOP!
RIGHT
STUFF,
RIGHT PRICE
www.thehobbydepot.com

216 W. Southern Ave.
Tempe, AZ 85282

HK models 1/32 scale Lancaster Nose art which is
basically the front end of their new 1/32 scale Lancaster. I chose to do the “S for Sugar “ variant which
is on display at Hendon. It actually flew 137 missions.
I do not have the room or funds to buy the full 1/32
model but working with 1/32 means I can get a lot of
detail into that cockpit. I invested in the Eduard
cockpit PE set and am very pleased with the result.

Space modeling reference books
by Mike Mackowski.

www.airline-hobby.com

www.spaceinminiature.com

Your One Stop Source for
Scale Model Airliner Kits, Decals,
Diecasts and Accessories

HOBBY BENCH
2 Great Locations!

8058 N. 19th Ave.
NW corner
19th Ave. & Northern

602-995-1755

4240 W. Bell Rd.
NE corner
43rd Ave. & Bell

602-547-1828

THE MAD MEATBALL

MIKE CHOLEWA

602-944-4096

―DEALER IN PRE-OWNED PLASTIC‖
12629 NORTH 21ST DRIVE

PHOENIX, AZ 85029
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